This paper deduces universal uncertainty principle in different quantum theories after about one century of proposing uncertainty principle by Heisenberg, i.e., new universal uncertainty principle of any orders of physical quantities in quantum physics, overcomes the difficulty that current quantum computer, quantum communication, quantum control, quantum mechanics and so on theories cannot give exact values of general uncertainty of any orders of physical quantities, further gives all relevant different expressions of the universal uncertainty principle and their applications. In fact, our studies are consistent with current theories and physical factual experiments, e.g., relevant to hydrogen atom physics experiments. Using the new universal uncertainty principle, people can give all applications to atomic physics, quantum mechanics, quantum communication, quantum calculations, quantum computer and so on.
II. A new general unequal theorem in mathematics and a general useful inequality of any orders of functions of two operators
For a  -integrable function f and p > 0, then p f is  -integrable [23] .
Evidently, if f is  -integrable and 0 ( ) ( and integrating, thus we obtain inequality (2.4). For a general relation between quantum physics and classic physics, physical consistent property demands that there is a fundamental result that the quantum average value of any operator in quantum physics is equal to the relative statistical average value of the classic physics quantity corresponding to its quantum operator, which can be mathematically expressed as [16, 25] 
From the above research, it can be seen that inequality (2.10) is general, exact and perfect in both mathematical deduction and physics research. Using inequality (2.10), we can do a lot of investigations in different quantum theories.
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III. New universal uncertainty principle of general physics quantities in quantum physics
From current quantum uncertainty principle mathematics derivation and analysis of the entire physics' building process, only simply taking Schwarz inequality related to the variance of two physical quantities in the uncertainty description of the same time measurement is just a special case, because, according to a general principle, a real system of quantum physics also abounds non-Schwarz inequality to calculate measurement uncertainty description of the variance of two physical quantities at the same time, the variance description relating to Schwarz inequality is just a special case of them.
Consequently, the current quantum theory about the description of the uncertainty principle is not comprehensive, not perfect and not strict enough, to overcome these shortcomings, we now need to put it to the most general case
Now we use inequality (2.10) to deduce new uncertainty principle of any orders of two physical quantities in quantum physics in following studies.
For any operators ˆ, AB , we take ˆˆˆˆˆˆ,
substituting them into inequality (2.10), we have 
for continuous variables) and
for continuous variables), namely, using the path integral quantization method [26] , then inequality (3.1) can be again expressed as
For a general complex c=a+ib, one has c a ib b    , thus using inequality (3.2), we can similarly have 1 ( 
Therefore, we achieve 
where inequality (3.4) is stronger inequality than inequality (3.2), because we have deleted the first term in the third line in inequality (3.2). Inequality (3.4) is just the new universal uncertainty principle of any orders of two physical quantities.
When p=q, inequality (3.4) can be further simplified as
When p=2, inequality (3.5) can be again simplified as
Inequality (3.6) is just the old well-known usual uncertainty principle. Therefore, our studies are consistent with current theory.
IV. Research on a generally moving particle with a general mass in general central force field in quantum mechanics 7 For a generally moving particle with a general mass in general central force field in quantum mechanics ,0 V r
using Virial theorem, we have the mean value relationship between kinetic energy and potential energy in any bound state
Thus we have total energy 
Thus we generally deduce Inequality (4.5) is, for the first time, achieved, which can be extensively applied to a lot of problems of central force fields in quantum mechanics, atomic physics and so on. where the last line uses inequality (4,7). For the bound state, expression (4.11) also needs to be smaller than or equate zero. Thus taking inequality (4.11) equal to zero, we have where 0< 2   , the different  values give different central force field characters, for  =1, which is just the case we are very familiar with [25] , and  may be, e.g., 12 12 QQ K Q Q   , 12 , QQ are any charges the new any system is with, e.g., some kinds of electric charges, magnetic charges, mass charges and so on [27] , 12 
QQ
K is the corresponding coupling coefficient. which cannot be given in the current quantum theories.
For example, we consider the most common expression of Lennard-Jones potential ( a useful model for the interaction of a pair of neutral atoms or molecules ) [28] where σ is a distance of the inter-particle potential being zero, ε is a depth of a potential well, r is a distance between the two particles, the Lennard-Jones potential is extensively and accurately used in computer simulations [28] .
The r −12 term describes, at short ranges, Pauli repulsion due to overlapping electron orbitals, and the r −6 term describes, at long ranges, attraction (dispersion force or van der Waals force).
Potential (4.14) was improved later as [29] where we used expression (4.7). Expression (4.16) gives a quantum average max value for the improved potential, which cannot be obtained in the past quantum theories. 
V. More applications of this theory
When p=q, inequality (5.2) can be further simplified as
When p=2, inequality (5.3) can be further simplified as Calculating the second integration, we obtain 2 2 2 2 2 100 2 0 Thus we see that not only all quantities are with the same dimensions between two sides of inequality (5.9), but also their coefficients of two sides satisfy the inequality. Consequently, it can be seen that inequality (5.10) just shows the correction of inequality (5.6) in real physical experiments.
These are consistent with all the known results and include the achieved successes in quantum theory.
Using inequality (3.4), we can give all uncertainty relations of any orders of two physical quantities, which can be applied to atomic physics, quantum mechanics, quantum communications, quantum calculations, quantum computer and so on, e.g., to Refs. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
VI. New general uncertainty relations of general physics quantities in classic statistical physics
Using the unequal theorem, when f and g are classic physics quantities, and taking      density function, then unequal expression (2.4) can be rewritten as
When p=q, inequality (6.1) can be further simplified as 22 2 ( ) ( )
When p=2, inequality (6.2) can be again simplified as 
VII. Summary, conclusion and outlook
We first simply review the development of uncertainty principle, and then use a general unequal lemma to deduce a general unequal theorem of any orders of any two functions with integrations.
This paper deduces an important relation between a composite function of operators in quantum physics and a composite function of classic physics quantities corresponding the operators, further utilizes the relation and the unequal theorem to achieve a general important inequality. Using the inequality, we show new universal uncertainty principle in different quantum theories, namely, new universal uncertainty principle of any orders of physical quantities in quantum physics, overcome the difficulty that current quantum computer, quantum communication, quantum control and so on theories cannot give exact values of general uncertainty of any orders of physical quantities, further, we give all relevant different expressions of the universal uncertainty principle and their applications.
For examples, inequality (3.4) is just the new uncertainty principle of any orders of physical quantities in quantum physics. When p=q, inequality (3.4) can be further simplified as inequality (3.5); when p=2, inequality (3.5) can be further simplified as the well-known usual uncertainty principle expression. Therefore, our studies are consistent with current theory and real physical experiments, e.g., relevant to hydrogen atom physics experiments.
For a moving particle with mass in a general central force field, using Virial theorem, we achieve a new general average value relationship (4.2) between kinetic energy and potential energy in any bound state, thus we deduce the total energy (4. . Therefore, our studies are again concretely consistent with current theory.
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On the other hand, using the deduced unequal theorem, unequal expression (2.4) can be simplified as inequality (6.1), when p=q=2, inequality (6.1) can be further simplified as the well-known Schwarz inequality. Therefore, our studies are consistent with current functional theory.
Using the new universal uncertainty principle expression (3.4), we can give all uncertainty relations of any orders of physical quantities in quantum physics, which can be applied to quantum mechanics, quantum communication, quantum calculations and so on, because, in these theories, they all use quantum theories and the uncertainty relation to investigate and solve their relevant problems.
Therefore, this paper opens a new area investigating new universal uncertainty principle of any orders of physics quantities in quantum physics, the achieved results in this paper are useful, because this paper will influence the research of others in physics.
For any statistical system, it is usually necessary to give a description of all high order statistical moments in order to give a rigorous statistical description theory [30] . The same is true for any quantum statistical physics system [25, 30] . In the current theory of quantum statistical physics systems, there is only the same time measurement uncertainty description of the variance of two physical quantities [25, 30] , and a lot of the rests of the more, stricter and more general descriptions so far has not been given. This paper just gives these descriptions that so far have still not been given, which overcome the difficulty that it is not possible to strictly describe the physical systems related to the aspect of the universal uncertainty principle, so as to give a new general description theory of the quantum physics relating to the universal uncertainty principle.
